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Their elaborate schoolroom deception at an end, Earl Ciel Phantomhive and his peerless

manservant, Sebastian, finally hit upon the truth behind the incident of the vanished students at

Weston College. Just what tragic steps did the elites of the school, spurred on by their

overwhelming sense of justice, take to stamp out the bullying with which the halls of their institution

had run rife?! What began as a seemingly simple case of missing persons goes round and round,

spinning out of control into a great menace, one capable of perplexing even a devil of a butler...
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Yana Toboso is the creator of the wildly popular series BLACK BUTLER which is currently serialized

in Square Enix's magazine MONTHLY GFantasy. Her previous work was a single volume entitled

RUST BLASTER.

Wife loves the manga, I just watched the TV series so have some catching up to do.

The Stars Say It All.

I've been following the manga since the Noah's ark circus arc and have to say I enjoyed this act as

well this volume concludes 'the Weston collage arc' and begins 'the green witch arc' this arc ends in

a very shocking twist that's all I'll say so I won't spoil it for you, there's also a in-between chapter



about ciel and Sebastian dealing with characters form a previous arc which is hilarious and as usall

the artwork is great. Over all I recommend this volume to fans of the series.

This book is a wonderful continuation of the story and has unpredictable plot twists that keep the

reader on the edge of their seat wondering what awaits around every corner it is a wonderful

continuation of the series, that keeps readers begging for more!

Thank you!

This one of the best series out there and it just keeps getting better. A great tie up of the college arc

and the start of an intriguing new arc that involve a cursed forest and get this werewolves.

Awesome!!!

Good condition.

Thanks!
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